It is shown that a termination proof for a term rewriting system using a lexicographic path ordering yields a multiply recursive bound on the length of derivations, measured in the depth of the starting term. This result is essentially optimal since for every multiply recursive function f a rewrite system (which reduces under the lexicographic path ordering) can be found such that its derivation length cannot be bounded by f.
termination ordering is used. Feasible bounds on D will yield a good practical applicability of the rewrite system in question. On the other hand, unfeasible large bounds on D in the worst cases may indicate a wide range of applicability of the used termination proof method. In the meantime several results on classifying derivation lengths have been established. For example it is known that a termination proof using a polynomial interpretation yields a double exponential bound on D (cf. [6, 7] ). Moreover it has been shown that a termination proof using a multiset path ordering (which is also known as recursive path ordering) yields a primitive recursive bound on D (cf. [8] ).
In this article we show that a termination proof with a lexicographic path ordering yields a multiple recursive bound on D. In this case there is -informally speaking -an n > 1 such that D is eventually dominated by a function x H Ackn(x, 0 ..
... O)
where Ackn denotes an n-ary Ackermann function. This result is optimal. Therefore we get a characterization of the power of termination proofs by lexicographic path orderings in terms of derivation lengths. It turns out that with respect to derivation lengths termination proofs using lexicographic path orderings are much more powerful than for example termination proofs with multiset path orderings. In particular the lexicographic path ordering can be used for proving termination of standard rewrite systems which compute n-ary Ackermann functions.
The result proved in this article was first claimed by Cichon in [3, 4] . However, Buchholz detected a nontrivial error in Cichon's proof (Lemma 6.9 in [4] is incorrect). Here we give an alternative proof by direct calculations. Our proof is inspired from Cichon's paper and Hofbauer's article [8] .
Basic definitions
Let ~ = {fl ..... fr} be a finite set of function symbols of fixed cardinality K. Let --( be a total precedence (i.e. a linear order) on ~ such that fi -'( fj tee i < j for i, j E {1 ..... K). For f C F let a(f) be the arity off. Put M := max{a(f) : f E ~}. Let ~--(~, X) be the set of terms over ~ and a countable infinite set X of variables. Let f#(~-) be the set of ground terms over ~,~ which is assumed to be not empty.
The depth function, dp, is defined on ~-(~,~, X) as follows: (1) dp(t) := 0, if t is a constant symbol or a variable, (2) dp(f(tl ..... tn)) := max{dp(tl) ..... dp(tn)} + 1, else. The set of variables of a term t is denoted by Var(t). A mapping tr : X --* 3-(~, X) is called substitution. If t is a term we denote by ttr the result of substituting every occurrence of a variable x in t by tr(x). A term rewriting system (or rewrite system) R over ~J--(~-, X) is a finite set of ordered pairs (s, t) such that s, t E ~--(~, X) and Var(t) C_ Vat(s). The rewrite relation --~R on 9--(~, X) is the least binary relation on 9--(~, X) such that A rewrite system R is said to be terminating if there is no infinite sequence (ti : i E ~) of terms such that
The lexicographic path ordering on J-(o~, X), >-tpo, is defined as follows (cf. [5] ):
Lemma 1. (1) If s ~-tpo t, then Vat(t) C_ Var(s). (2) If R is a rewrite system such that ---+R is contained m a lexicographie path ordering, then R is terminating.
Proof. The first assertion is clear. The second assertion is proved, for example, in [5] .
[]
For introducing the extended Grzegorczyk hierarchy we assume familiarity with the elementary theory of ordinals. A short introduction into this theory can be found, for example, in [9] or in [12] . Let ~ < coo~ be an ordinal such that ~ # 0. Then there are uniquely determined natural numbers ml > ''" > mn and positive natural numbers al ..... an(n > 0) such that For ~,fl < cook, or=co n.a0+...+co°.an andfl=co n.b0+..-+co °'bn let Ofl:=con'(a0+b0)+'"+co°'(an+bn) be the (commutative) natural sum of ~¢ and ft. For ct < coo we define recursively the extended Grzegorczyk hierarchy (cf. [10] ) as follows:
In the sequel we denote the xth iterate of a function f by fx.
Lemma 2. (1) F~(x) < F~(x+ 1),
Proof. A proof of this lemma can be found, for example, in [11 ] . Proof. This Lemma follows from the assertions (5) and (6) 
F~M+~ .i+o,".~,(sj )+...+o~ .O~s,)+l(d) < Fe+l t,4~
to M+I "j+ton't~(t! )+" "-+o~ I "~b(tn )~! "
Proof. We prove assertion (2). The proof of assertion (1) 
If t E f#(~), then Fl+a+aP(t)(d) > ~k(t).
Proof. By induction on dp(t).
Case 1: dp(t) = 0. Then t is a constant symbol fj. Since j ~< K < d we see
~b(t) = F~g+l.j+l(d) < FI+Md+2(d).
Case 2: dp(t) > 0. Let t = fj(tl ... 
.. tn). By induction hypothesis we see

Then if(t) = F~(d).
Since ~ < ¢o M+2 and
we see by assertion (4) of Lemma 2
F~(d) < Fo, M+2(F'o+MdP+~t)-I(d)). [] Lemma 6. Let t E f~(~) and dp(t) <~ e ~ d. Let f j be a constant symbol from ~. If fj ~-tpo t, then Fe+Ml+, .j(d) > ~b(t).
Proof. The proof is by induction on e. 
. tn). The induction hypothesis yields
Fe~M+~./(d) > ~(tt) (l E {1 ..... n}).
Assertion (1) of Lemma 4 yields
Fe+ l j+,.j(d) > q,(t). []
+eol.~(tn~r)~ ! > ~I(SG ) .
Proof. The proof is by induction on e. Let := (A) M+I "j + o9 n' ~k(tltr).
• • + ml . ~(tna). 
F~(d) > ¢(tttr) >1 ~b(s).
Ifi <j, then
Case 2: e > 0. Assume dp(s) > 0. Lets = fi(sl ..... Sm). Then dp(sk) < dp(s) <~ e for k E { 1 ..... m}. The induction hypothesis yields Proof. By induction on dp(t). Since t mlpo s,t is not a variable.
Case 1: t is a constant symbol. Then s is closed, since t mlpo s. By Lemma 6 the assertion follows.
Case 2: t = fj(q ..... tn) and n > 0. The induction hypothesis yields
dp(u) <~ d & tt~-u ~ tp(tla) > ~(ua) lpo
for every u E Y-(~, ~) and every l E {1 ..... n}. By the first main lemma we see
Theorem 1. Let R be a finite set of rewrite rules over J-(~,X). Assume that ~R is contained in m tpo. Put d := 1 + max({K} U {dp(t): (3s)[(s,t) E R]}).
Let tl ---*R "'" ---~R tm, where tl ..... tm 6 f#(~). Then m <~ F, oM+2+l(d + dp(tl)).
Proof. Assume that t~ ---~R " ---~R tm. Then by assumption tl ~tpo "'" ~-tpo tm. By the second main lemma and the monotonocity of ~ we see ~k(tl ) > ... > qJ(tm). Thus ~'(tl ) ~> m. By Lemma 3 It can easily be seen from [8, 10] that there is a hierarchy of rewrite systems such that for every rewrite system of this hierarchy the termination can be proved by using 
Fo, M+2+l(d + dp(tl)) > ~b(tl). []
FormEI~ let
D(m ) :"~ max{n E ~ : (3tt ..... tn E f#( ~-~ ) )[dp( fi ) <<. m & q ---~R "'" ---~R tn]} .
